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INTRODUCTION

AND INTEREST

OF AMICI CURIAE

The Oregon Medical Association (OMA) is a private, not-for-profit,
professional association of physicians organized for the purpose of serving and
supporting physicians in their efforts to improve the health of Oregonians and the
safety of patients.
The American Medical Association (AMA) is the largest professional
association of physicians, residents, and medical students in the United
States. Additionally, through state and specialty medical societies and other
physician groups seated in its House of Delegates, substantially all physicians,
residents, and medical students in the United States are represented in the AMA's
policy making process. The AMA was founded in 1847 to promote the science
and art of medicine and the betterment of public health, and these remain its core
purposes. AMA members practice in every medical specialty area and in every
state, including Oregon.
The AMA joins this brief on its own behalf and as a representative of the
Litigation Center of the American Medical Association and the State Medical
Societies. The Litigation Center is a coalition among the AMA and the medical
societies of each state, plus the District of Columbia. Its purpose is to represent
the viewpoint of organized medicine in the courts.
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This case involves significant issues, including whether the noneconomic
damages limit in ORS 31.710, as applied, is a constitutional exercise of the
legislature's authority and whether it violates the remedy clause in Article I,
section 10, of the Oregon Constitution. Because it provides a remedy, the limit on
noneconomic damages for personal injury actions is constitutional; it is an
appropriate, not arbitrary, action by the legislature to further an important public
interest, and it should not be disturbed by the court. The legislature must be given
latitude to enact reforms to address the changing needs and circumstances of our
healthcare system, including how patients injured by medical malpractice are
compensated. The rule of law announced will affect possibilities for continued
healthcare reform. Reaching the correct answer is imperative.
The OMAIAMA appear as amici curiae in support of Double Press Mfg.,
Inc.'s arguments that the limit in ORS 31.710(1) is constitutional as applied to
plaintiffs recovery in this case. The OMAIAMA address the court's role in
interpreting the remedy clause and argue that it should be construed in a way that,
as intended, does not affect the legislature's power to innovate and improve the
quality of life and services for Oregonians. Specifically, the OMAIAMA address
the impact the noneconomic damages limitation has on the important patient
safety policy objectives of access to and the provision of medical care, and the
need to continue to recognize the legislature's authority to define and limit related
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causes of action.

Medical liability reform is taking shape across the country in

various forms, including,

for example, communication

(CRPs), and health courts or administrative
designed to increase transparency,

and resolution

compensation

systems.

programs
All are

patient safety, and reduce the costs and

inequities of the current tort system.

Such reforms require an agile and effective

legislative body.
The OMAIAMA also address the need for guidance in this area of law. The

absence of guidance and of limitations on damages would adversely affect
patients throughout the state, including those who seek medical care in smaller
and rural communities.

The Unique Position and Perspective of Physicians
The delivery of healthcare is dependent on physicians treating patients. The
liability system uniquely affects medical providers who dedicate their lives to
treating patients. It is appropriate to consider how the system affects those who
live and work within it.
Litigation against physicians puts them in a unique and frequently risky
liability position. Oregon's highest settlements and verdicts often involve claims
for medical malpractice. See generally, Jury Verdicts NW. Obviously, the
liability aspect of the case depends on the medical decision-making and care
provided. Yet, unlike all other types of personal injury litigation, the facts

4

underlying the liability aspect of the medical malpractice claim are not fully
discoverable by the defendant. In the absence of an employment relationship with
the defendant, medical providers who treated the plaintiff before and after the
medical care at issue, or even concurrently, may not be questioned or deposed by
defense counsel unless and until the patient-plaintiff voluntarily waives the
physician-patient privilege. Barrier v. Bauman, 361 Or 223,229, 390 P3d 1048
(2017). Plaintiff is in control of when this happens and may delay waiver even
until the point of trial. Thus, medical defendants must prepare their cases without
full discovery, and, importantly, without ever questioning other providers about
their care, diagnoses, or communications with the plaintiff.
A lawsuit can be based on comments by a subsequent treater about the
defendant's medical care, yet that provider may have received an inaccurate or
incomplete account from the patient, or their comments may have been
misunderstood or misinterpreted. Defendant is prevented from investigating,
sometimes completely. Even now, a case is pending on mandamus review in
which the plaintiff contends that the patient-plaintiff may not be compelled to
answer questions about her communications with treating providers and what she
has learned from them about her injuries. Hodges v. Oak Tree Realtors, Inc., 362
Or 546, 414 P3d 410 (2018) (writ issued, oral argument set for June 13,2018).

5
Unlike economic damages, which have an objective measure, noneconomic
damages are awarded based on a plaintiffs subjective account of pain and
suffering, emotional trauma, and the like. There is no objective component to
limit the size of a damage award for noneconomic damages.
The personal toll on physicians named in litigation - even unfounded
litigation -- is dramatic. Litigation affects their personal well-being, their families,
and their practices. See, e.g., Michelle M. Mello, Amitabh Chandra, Atul A.
Gawande, David M. Studdert, National Costs of the Medical Liability System,
29(a) Health Affairs, 1574 (2010) (discussing the reputational and emotional toll
on clinicians); Medical Liability Reform NOW!, AMA 1(2018 ed.).' A report
about pending litigation can mean the physician cannot move to accept a new
position. Physicians may be unable to expand their practices in areas where
additional services are critically needed because they face personal exposure in
the amount alleged by the plaintiff. There is no assurance a physician can insure
against unlimited losses; and, without a limit on noneconomic damages there is no
way to predict what that exposure might be.
At the same time, medicine is a highly regulated field. Legislation abounds
at both the state and federal levels governing the delivery of healthcare and the
licensing of physicians and other providers. See e.g., Oregon Medical Practices
lAvailable at: https://www.ama-assn.org/sites/default/files/mediabrowser/premium! arc/mlr- now. pdf.
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Act, ORS 677.010, et seq; Health Care Quality Improvement Act, 42 USC §
11101, et seq (1986). Everything down to what constitutes the "medical record"

and who can access it is touched by legislative hands. As an example, under the
Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA), medical
specialists are required to respond when called to the emergency department to
care for a patient with an emergency medical condition, including treating a
patient in active labor. 42 USC § 1395dd (1986). That patient is almost always a
stranger to the physician and may be in poor health and a poor historian. A
woman in labor may not have received any prenatal care, putting both her health
arid her baby's at risk. Yet a complication experienced during delivery can be
alleged to have caused injury, and can lead to litigation seeking damages in the
millions.
Medical providers are uniquely in peril and the pressures on the profession
are enormous. This is particularly true given the climate of regulation, everescalating damages claims brought by lawyers who have a direct economic stake
in higher jury verdicts, and limitations on the discovery available to defendants. It
is no surprise that even with the strongest defense settlements may be paid, even
to policy limits, because the risk of trial becomes too great when confronted with
the possibility for unlimited damages. This emboldens plaintiffs and encourages
more litigation.
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It is also no surprise that the Oregon legislature enacted reforms to address
these concerns, including the unpredictability, and the real costs to the public of
unlimited noneconomic damages awards. The legislature is not and should not be
restrained in doing so by the remedy clause. Nor is healthcare served by a
construction of the Oregon Constitution that prevents the legislature from
responding to the changing needs of all Oregonians by implementing different
methods of compensation or even a different liability system for some or all
injuries resulting from medical malpractice.

ARGUMENT
I.

Summary of Argument
Generations of lawyers and judges have worked to define the meaning of

the remedy clause and whether it was intended to limit the legislature's plenary
authority to define claims and attendant damages.
The OMA/AMA support patient safety and patient rights measures that
provide greater security to the delivery of healthcare in Oregon. Patients in
Oregon are best served when healthcare and the legislative mandates for its
delivery remain flexible and not static. There can be no debate that making
medical care available at the most efficient cost to the widest range of people is an
appropriate legislative goal. A construction of the remedy clause that would
prevent the legislature from altering or limiting available remedies when it is
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determined that doing so will improve the availability and delivery of health care,
will deprive the legislature of the ability to respond to the public's changing
needs.
The legislature might determine, for example, that the public interest is best
served, and patients are best protected, by requiring a medical provider to provide,
or pay for, ongoing care to patients who are injured by medical malpractice, rather
than paying damages for future medical expenses directly to the patient. Patients
would be relieved of the cost of future medical care, though not by an award of
money damages. Other legislative changes might be to eliminate recovery for
medical expenses that are either written-off or paid in full at contracted
reimbursement rates. Oregon may continue to strengthen its newly enacted Early
Discussion and Resolution (EDR) program. The legislature could also determine
that a health court or administrative compensation system would better serve
patients and providers and move in that direction. Plaintiff s construction would
not permit those changes. The OMA/AMA urge the court to return to its own

fundamental rules of constitutional construction, to allow Oregon to evolve and
meet the changing needs of its citizens through legislative initiative, as was
intended.

9

II.

The Proper Framework: Oregon State Constitutional
Interpretation.
Recognizing the important public interests at stake, it is appropriate to

revisit the basic departure from constitutional construction that started the court
down the remedy clause rabbit hole from which we are beginning to emerge.
Horton v. OHSU, 359 Or 168, 187-88,376 P3d 998 (2016) (overruling Smothers

v. Gresham Transfer, Inc., 332 Or 83, 23 P3d 333 (2001), finding that the central
premise of the decision finds no support in the text and history of Article I, section
10, and continues to prove problematic). Rather than focus first on the challenged
legislation, it is prudent to begin with the framework for the constitutional
analysis that necessarily informs whether, and how, the court should undertake its
review of a challenged statute, in light of the meaning of the constitutional
provision at issue.
Stepping back, it is apparent that Oregon's remedy clause jurisprudence has
been inconsistent at best. Pre-Smothers, it properly allowed the legislature
latitude to legislate for the public good. Horton, 359 Or at 193-94 (cases
following Perozzi v. Ganiere, 149 Or 330, 40 P2d 1009 (1935) interpreted it as
holding that Article I, section 10, does not deny the legislature latitude to modify
and sometimes eliminate common law duties where changing conditions warrant,
citing Noonan v. City of Portland, 161 Or 213,249,88 P2d 808 (1939)). The
early cases recognized the imperative of allowing legislative flexibility.
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It is also apparent that Horton makes room for the principle that all the

remedy clause requires is a remedy that is not "paltry" or worthless. A careful
reading of Horton supports the conclusion that if a claim for injury to person,
property, or reputation exists, there must be some remedy afforded the injured
party. Precedent does not require the court to weigh, balance, or determine what it
means in a particular case that a plaintiff have a "substantial" remedy because all
that is required is that the remedy not be paltry.
Indeed, separation of powers forbids such a judicial exercise. Horton
leaves open the possibility that "substantiality," though it crept into remedy clause
jurisprudence over the years and became tainted by Smothers, is not required in
order for a remedy afforded by the legislature to be constitutional. Horton took
care to say that "the substantiality of the legislative remedy can matter in
determining whether the remedy is consistent with the remedy clause." 359 Or at
221 (emphasis added). It did not state that it must be the measure.
The remedy "need not restore all the damages that the plaintiff sustained to
pass constitutional muster," however, the remedy cannot be "paltry." Id. (internal
citations omitted). The court explained, "we cannot say that the $3,000,000 tort
claims limit on damages against state employees is "insubstantial[.]" Id. at 224
(emphasis added). The Oregon Tort Claims Act (OTCA) "represents a far more
substantial remedy than the paltry fraction that remained after the imposition of
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the limitation in Clarke." Id. at 224 (internal citations omitted). It follows that the
existence of a remedy that is not paltry, i.e., akin to nominal damages, is all that is
required to satisfy Article I, section 10.
The "substantiality" test, articulated as such for the first time in 1995 in
Greist v. Phillips, has suffered the fate and realized the flaws warned of by

Justices Unis and Fadeley. 322 Or 281, 906 P2d 789 (1995). Justice Unis took
the majority to task, telegraphing the problems now evident as the court seeks to
apply substantiality as a marker of constitutionality: "In my view, the
'substantial' test adopted by the court in this case is an unclear, imprecise, and
flawed basis for applying the Oregon constitutional remedy guarantee clause." Id.
at 311 (Unis, J., concurring). Justice Unis noted that the test "calls for a
comparison of immeasurables," that it is vague and provides no guidance to
legislators, litigants, or citizens about how the court will apply it and further will
lead to "haphazard" results. Id. at 311-14. Indeed, in seeking to flesh it out or
provide factors or circumstances that inform the analysis, the court would be
engaging in judicial legislation of a statute designed to apply across the board.
Justice Unis disagreed that the majority's reliance on "substantial" flowed
from the passage it was based on in Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or 508, 523,
783 P2d 506 (1989), and otherwise found the decision problematic:
"In this case, the court's interpretation of Article I, section 10, of
the Oregon Constitution (the "remedy guarantee clause") does
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not, in my view, meet those criteria [for appropriate
constitutional interpretation]: it is another individually tenable
but inconsistent opinion about the remedy guarantee clause."
Id. at 303 (footnote omitted).

Justice Fadeley warned that the "discussion of whether a statutory remedy
is 'substantial'-a

discussion engaged in to support the argument that less than a

full remedy may be su~stituted for a full one by act of the legislature-is
unnecessary and wide off the mark." Id. at 301. Those shortcomings are manifest
in how trial courts reacted after Horton. They were asked to apply
ORS 31.710(1), and did so almost without exception, bemoaning the lack of
appellate guidance with respect to how they were to make substantiality
determinations in individual cases. The problems are no less when this court is
asked to engage in a similar analysis. The framers would not have understood that
the analysis of constitutionality would be reduced to a "case by case" application.
Even more problematic is the reality that
"[a] determination that a particular remedy is 'substantial' necessarily
is a policy decision. Asking this court to decide whether a particular
remedy is 'substantial' places this court in one of two untenable
positions: either this court defers to the legislative judgment that a
particular remedy is 'substantial,' thus negating any meaningful
judicial review, or this court substitutes its own judgment as to
whether it believes that the remedy afforded by the legislature is
adequate, leading to, in effect, judicial legislation."
Greist, 322 Or at 312 (Unis, J., concurring). No substantiality requirement is
found in the Constitution. It crept into Oregon jurisprudence in dicta, in Hale.
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Greist held the plaintiff was not left without a remedy, and in fact,
acknowledged the remedy afforded was "substantial," without any real discussion
or analysis indicating that substantiality is required, though it existed in the
application ofORS 31.710(1). 322 Or at 291. That has framed the discussion for
some time. This court should continue the work begun in Horton and heed Justice
Unis's call to reexamine whether substantiality has any bearing on the
legislature's plenary authority to shape remedies. Id. at 312 ("I believe that this
court should reconsider any analysis based on an evaluation of whether a remedy
is 'substantial. "').
The OMAI AMA urge a hard look at how and why the court is subjecting
the legislature's action in ORS 31.710(1) to such strict scrutiny. The legislative
policy choices and goals behind ORS 31.710 and the myriad other statutes enacted
at the same time, are not subject to reevaluation by the judiciary.
A. First Principles.
To answer the question whether the remedy clause forbids the legislature
from enacting limits on noneconomic damages requires a look to first principles.
This court has identified an interpretive methodology for the construction of the
Oregon Constitution. The focus is on the language of the constitution and its
intended meaning by those who enacted it. Priest v. Pearce, 314 Or 411, 415-16,
840 P2d 65 (1992) (constitutional provisions addressed on three levels: specific
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wording, the case law surrounding it, and the historical circumstances that led to
its creation). Oregon's methodology is, according to the court's precedents, where
the inquiry begins, and also where it should end.

B. Giving Effect to the Constitution.
Oregon's methodology is applied in light of the overarching principles of
constitutional interpretation and review of legislative action. Statutes are
presumed constitutional. The court's interpretation of Article I, section 10, must
adhere to the separation of powers. The separation of powers is the "fundamental
genius" of the Oregon Constitution. Rooney v. Kulongoski, 322 Or 15,28, 902
P2d 1143 (1995). The Oregon Constitution expresses separation of powers in
several sections, beginning with Article III, section I, dividing the powers of
government into three separate "departments." With respect to the legislative
authority:
"[O]ur constitution *** is not to be regarded as a grant of
power, but rather as a limitation upon the powers of the Legislature
and that the people, in adopting it, committed to the Legislature the
whole lawmaking power of the state, which they did not expressly or
impliedly withhold. Plenary power in the Legislature, for all purposes
of civil government, is the rule, and a prohibition to exercise a
particular power is an exception."
Jory v. Martin, 153 Or 278,284-85,56 P2d 1093 (1936).
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This court has recognized the constitutional separation of powers in its oftrepeated standard for reviewing the validity of statutes. As written over one
hundred years ago, but still pertinent:
"It is well settled that every presumption will be indulged in to hold a

statute valid, and it is only where an act is purely repugnant to the
Constitution that the courts will hold it void. This is especially true
where the act in question has been enacted for many years and acted
upon by the officers of the state and by the people as valid so that it
has become rule of property."
Pacific Milling & Elevator Co. v City of Portland, 65 Or 349, 384, 133 P 72
(1913); see also, e.g., M&M Wood Working Co. v. State Indus. Accident Comm 'n,

201 Or 603,622,271 P2d 1082 (1954) ("[B]efore the court will declare an act
unconstitutional it must appear to be such beyond a reasonable doubt. Statutes are
presumed to be constitutional and it is our duty to resolve doubts in favor of
constitutionality whenever possible." (Internal citation omitted)).
Proper constitutional interpretation follows the same tenets as good
legislation: it is clear and consistent, faithful to the constitution, and provides
logical guidance. As Justice Unis wrote in Greist:
"Constitutional interpretation must meet the same criteria of good
legislation-it must be sensible, clear, precise and consistent-and more: it
must also demonstrate fidelity to the constitution itself. Constitutional
interpretation should also be logical enough to guide legislators, litigants,
courts, and ordinary citizens, and precise enough to have some meaning
beyond unfocused exhortation."
322 Or at 303 (Unis, J., concurring).
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"A proper analysis begins with the understanding that ORS [31.710] is
presumptively constitutional, and that [the court] cannot declare a law that the
legislature has passed in the best interests of all of the citizens of Oregon
unconstitutional except when the unconstitutionality is clearly shown." Tenold v.

Weyerhaeuser Co., 127 Or App 511, 530, 873 P2d 413 (1994), rev dismissed, 321
Or 561 (1995) (Edmonds, J., concurring) (citing Bowden v. Davis, 205 Or 421,
289 P2d 1100 (1955)); see also, Jehovah's Witnesses v. Muller, 214 Or 281,293,
330 P2d 5 (1958), cert den, 359 US 436, 795 Set 940, 3 LEd 2d 932 (1959). In
other words, without clear constitutional prohibition, the remedy clause has
nothing to say about challenged legislation and the inquiry is over.
When examined in light of Oregon's unique methodology, it is evident that
the remedy clause was not intended as a means to tie the hands of the legislature.
Neither the language nor the relevant history supports such a premise. Horton,
359 Or at 219 ("the remedy clause does not protect only those causes of action
that pre-existed 1857, nor does it preclude the legislature from altering either
common law duties or the remedies available for a breach of those duties."). A
deferential approach to the legislative body tasked with advancing public health is
consistent with how the other clauses of Article I, section 10, are interpreted and
how the remedy clause was interpreted pre-Smothers, in Horton, and should be
here.
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c. Oregon's Methodology Does Not Allow Balancing.
Oregon constitutionalism has generally rejected a balancing analysis.
Oregon has proclaimed, and is thought to be committed to, a method of state
constitutional interpretation that emphasizes the text and intended meaning. See
Brewer v. Dept of Fish and Wildlife, 167 Or App 173, 198, 2 P3d 418 (2000), rev
den, 334 Or 693 (2002) (Landau, J., concurring) (explaining Oregon's method of
state constitutional interpretation). Balancing, where the court considers that the
clause may have some substantive content but it is subject to reasonable
legislative qualification, is an approach "considered anathema to Oregon
constitutionalism." Id.
A substantiality analysis by the court appears dangerously close to, if not an
actual example of, balancing. When the court begins to weigh in on what
legislation it finds to be legitimate or in furtherance of an important public
purpose, it has the potential to replace its judgment for the policy choices of the
legislature, in violation of separation of powers. When it goes further to value a
damages award in an individual case, it wades in too deep. Assessing the
difference between damages awarded and recovered after a cap is applied
undermines the purpose of the limit which was intended to affect those cases with
large verdicts, where naturally the distance between the award and the cap is
great.
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Analysis of the reasons behind any legislation and whether they are
constitutionally sufficient harkens to the judicial misadventures of the Lochner

era. The majority in Horton hints that "the reasons for the legislature's actions
can matter," although the court does not explain why that is the case. In his
concurrence, Justice Landau identifies the problem:
"[the majority] offers no clues about what sorts of reasons might
matter. The hint sounds suspiciously like substantive due process
analysis, under which, legislation altering existing rights may be
justified-depending on the nature of the rights involved-by a
reasonable connection with state interests."
Horton, 329 Or at 286 (Landau, J., concurring) citing Washington v. Glucksberg,
521 US 702, 720-21, 117 Set 2258, 138 LEd 2d 772 (1997) (setting out federal
substantive due process analysis); McPherson v. DAS, 340 Or 117, 140, 130 P3d
308 (2006) (applying same analysis). If this court is going to review
ORS 31.710(1) under a similar analysis, whether it explicitly states that is what it
is doing or not, the limit on noneconomic damages indisputably passes
constitutional muster.
The "reasons" behind the limit on noneconomic damages have already been
considered and the court concluded that the legislature "did not act in a
'demonstrably arbitrary or irrational' way when it enacted" it. Greist, 322 Or at
299. Further, "The legislature enacted [former] ORS 18.560(1) in response to the
perceived threat of rising insurance and other costs. There existed a rational basis
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for the legislature to enact [former] ORS 18.560(1)." Id. There is no need for

further inquiry nor would it be appropriate for the court to second guess the
legislature's policy judgments or determinations now.
D. The Text.
Article I, section 10, provides in full:
"No court shall be secret, but justice shall be administered, openly
and without purchase, completely and without delay, and every man
shall have remedy by due course of law for injury done him in his
person, property or reputation."
Or Const, Art I, §10. By its text, Article I, section 10, guarantees open courts,
justice without delay, and that when the law recognizes a claim for which there is
a remedy, it is to be afforded by due course of law. Those guarantees are not
considered fundamental "individual rights." State v. Harberts, 331 Or 72, 87, 11
P3d 641 (2000) (The speedy trial requirement is not a "right" of a criminal
defendant. It is a mandatory directive to the state.); State v. Macbale, 353 Or 789,
795,305 P3d 107 (2017) (the open courts clause does not confer any personal
right on a litigant or on a member of the media or public).
Article I, section 10, has been held to command open courts, but the
legislature can impose limits and judges have discretion to control their
courtrooms. State v. Macbale, 353 Or at 791 (exclusion of the public from
hearings under OEC 412(4) to determine the admissibility of evidence of a sex
crime victim's past sexual behavior under OEC 412(2) does not violate Article I
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section 10. Given the broad latitude of judges to control their courtrooms, the
right of access that Article I, section 10, secures, though broad, is not absolute.).
It also requires a "speedy trial" for all civil and criminal cases, again,

subject to legislative limitation. State v. Harberts, 331 Or 72, 81, 11 P3d 641
(2000) ("At the beginning of the twentieth century, this court stated that Article I,
section 10, 'declares that justice shall be administered without delay, which is
substantially the same as guaranteeing to a defendant in a criminal action a speedy
trial.'" citing State v. Breaw, 45 Or 586,587,78 P 896 (1904) (Defendant moved
to dismiss indictment with prejudice after protracted delay in bringing him to trial
and court construed claim under Article I, section 10, under the Priest
methodology).
Finally, the "remedy clause" has developed to afford certain protection for
"remedies" available for injuries, although what exactly it protects remains illdefined and repeatedly subject to reexamination. The ill-fitting methodologies
developed over the years reflect the problems encountered with the departure from
constitutional construction fundamentals.
The remedy clause should be interpreted consistently with the other clauses,
as the entire section shares a common text, history, and intended meaning.
Consistent with the open courts and speedy trial clauses, the remedy clause is not
an individual right insofar as it does not limit the power of the legislature to
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define, limit or alter the claims and damages available to litigants in personal
injury disputes.

E. The Relevant History.
Many incorrect historical assumptions and underpinnings of prior cases
were addressed in Horton, where the court began to peel back the layers of false
premises permeating remedy clause jurisprudence. As discussed, Article I,
section 10, was not directed to the legislature, but to the courts. Indeed, the
command of its other clauses has been interpreted to be directed at the judicial,
not the legislative branch. State v. Harberts, 331 Or at 83 citing State v. Crosby,
217 Or 393,402,342 P2d 831 (1959) (Article I, section 10's command is
"addressed to the prosecution and the court."); State v. Kuhnhausen, 201 Or 478,
512,272 P2d 225 (1954) (The state must not violate the constitutional speedy-trial
mandate). Unlike other clauses where the framers curbed legislative power
insisting that "no law shall be passed" - this clause is directed at the court: "[n]o
court shall." Compare Or Const, Art I, § 8,20,26,29,30,

with § 10. Plainly the

focus of this provision was the courts, not the legislature.
There is no support for the suggestion that the framers of the Oregon
Constitution considered it to be a limitation on the plenary power of the legislature
in the sense that it removed the power of the legislature to create and define
claims and remedies. Horton, 359 Or at 257 (Landau, J., concurring) (there is
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"little if any historical support for a broader notion that remedy guarantees might
also have been designed to curb legislative excesses.

***

[T]hat notion is an

anachronism, contrary to the sort of notions of legislative supremacy that
prevailed at the time."); see also, Brief of Amicus Curiae TriMet in support of
Defendants in Horton v. OHSU.
F. The Effect of Prior Case Law.
Although prior case law may inform the analysis of what a constitutional
provision means, if it misinterprets the provision, it should hardly be adhered to
simply because it exists. In other words, it is the role of the court to get it right.
Horton, 359 Or at 186. Nowhere has that been more elusive than in the
interpretation of the remedy clause. However, a return to first principles leads to
the conclusion that prior cases lacking fidelity to the text and history of the
provision ought to be abandoned in favor of a workable interpretation that
provides guidance and stability to the bench, bar, and the public. "Stubborn
adherence to precedent that is demonstrably in error is not without cost." Id. at
256 (Landau, J., concurring). Horton starts down the path, but stops short of the
ultimate conclusion: The remedy clause does not allow the court to substitute its
policy preferences for those of the legislature.
The OMAIAMAjoin in the arguments of defendant and amici that the preSmothers cases, not tainted by a faulty interpretation of the remedy clause, evince
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that the legislature is empowered to adjust, define, and limit claims and remedies,
including damages. The court should adopt an interpretation in this case that
allows the law to continue to evolve to meet changing needs.

III.

Plaintiff's Construction of the Remedy Clause Could Hamstring
Legislative Innovation in Healthcare.
Unlike Congress, states have plenary power to adopt laws for the good of

their citizens. US Const, Amend. X ("The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the
States respectively, or to the people.). The state legislature is where that
lawmaking power resides. Or Const, Art III, § 2. State legislatures fulfill an
important function as "laboratories of democracy." New State Ice Co. v.
Liebmann, 285 US 262, 310, 52 SCt 371, 76 LEd 747 (1932) (Brandeis, J.,
dissenting) ("There must be power in the states and the nation to remould, through
experimentation, our economic practices and institutions to meet changing social
and economic needs.").
In the area of healthcare, Oregon has pioneered ways of improving and
providing near-universal healthcare for children and adults. Oregon's
innovations, for example, in creating Coordinated Care Organizations served as a
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model for the underpinnings of the federal Affordable Care Act.' ORS 414.620,

et seq (2017). Oregon continues to address ways it can improve patient safety, the
delivery of medical care, and the system for compensating for medical
malpractice.
It is beyond debate that progress must continue. The legislature is the body

responsible for "fixing" Oregon's problems with healthcare, including: access to
healthcare; physician shortages, particularly in rural areas; rising costs to both
providers and patients; and how and by what system injured patients are
compensated. The legislature has and continues to act to address such problems. It
must have the flexibility to do so if Oregon is going to achieve a better healthcare
system for all patients. A decision by this court that the remedy clause prohibits
the legislature from adjusting or altering remedies could stifle needed innovation.
The United States healthcare system is inefficient. As momentum gathers
toward implementing better ways of delivering healthcare, the system for
compensating those who believe they have been injured due to medical
malpractice must also be flexible to change.
The United States malpractice system is also widely regarded as flawed.
David M. Studdert, LLB, ScD, MPH, et ai, Medical Malpractice, 350 N Engl J

See e.g., https:llnews.ohsu.edu/2017 103/07loregons-cco-approach-is-amodel-for-reduced-health-care-spending-study-finds (last accessed May 10,
2018).
2
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Med 283-292 (2004).3 In recognition of the system flaws and to spur reform
efforts, the Affordable Care Act invested $50 million to fund new initiatives led
by state agencies, health systems, and insurers to resolve medical injury disputes.
The goal is to improve patient safety and transparency between patients and
providers and also reduce costs. Allen Kachalia, MD, JD, and Michelle M. Mello,
JD, Phd, New Directions in Medical Liability Reform, 364 N Engl J Med 1564-

572 (2011).4
There are many innovative reforms to complement traditional reforms such
as limits on noneconomic damages. It is important to note that the cap does not
apply to economic damages and such damages remain unlimited and should be
reflective of, for example, those amounts actually paid for medical care. New
programs to tackle the inequities in the current tort system and optimize patient
safety include innovations such as communication and resolution programs
(CRPs), health courts or administrative compensation systems, and strengthening
state apology laws.
An improved medical liability system would provide compensation to
patients harmed by medical malpractice in a less adversarial climate than the tort
system and without a large percentage of a damages award going to lawyers and
3Available at https:llwww.nejm.org/doi/fullIl0.1056/NEJMhpr035470
(accessed May 13,2018).
4Available at https:llwww.nejm.org/doi/pdfIl0.l056/NEJMhprlOI2821
(accessed May 13,2018).
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experts, rather than the injured person. See e.g., Medical Injury Compensation
Reform Act, Cal Civ Code, §3333.2, et seq (limiting noneconomic damages to
$250,000 and creating a sliding scale with limits on the percentage a contingent
fee lawyer can earn that decreases as the size of the plaintiffs award increases).
There are a myriad of changes and innovations that the legislature could entertain;
however, it must be free to do so.
In 2012, the Oregon legislature commissioned an independent study to look
in detail at key design features and likely effects of liability reform options,
including: caps on noneconomic damages, medical panels, extending the
applicability of the Oregon Tort Claims Act (OTCA), modifying the joint and
several liability statutes, and an administrative compensation system. Michelle M.
Mello, JD, PhD & Allen Kachalia, MD, JD, Medical Liability Reform in Oregon:
Possibilities, Costs, and Benefits, A Report to the Oregon Health Authority,
(January 2,2012).5
Adopting any such reforms or further development of the ideas from the
2012 report would likely require the legislature to define the boundaries and the
compensation allowed for claims, perhaps altering or eliminating certain types of
damages or even the way in which "damages" are conceived. Reforming the
5Available at
https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/citizen_engagement/Reports/2012_OHA_Medi
cal%20Liability%20Reform%20in%200regon%20%20Possiblities,%20Costs,%20and%20Benefits.pdf.
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medical liability system is part of reforming how healthcare is delivered and is
gaining national traction and may well be on the horizon in Oregon.
As evidence of that, in 2014, the legislature passed Oregon's Early
Discussion and Resolution (EDR) law-

a step toward continued reform of the

medical liability system. Or Laws 2013, ch 5, § 20,21; OAR Chapter 325. The
goals of the EDR program include creating a system that will expedite the
resolution of meritorious claims and provide more consistent damage awards."
Other states and groups, including in Massachusetts and Iowa, have adopted
similar programs. See e.g., the Massachusetts Alliance for Communication and

Resolution following Medical Injury (MACRMI).7Proponents of communication
and resolution programs (CRPs) are optimistic that such programs will lower the
number of lawsuits brought against medical providers, reduce meritless claims,
expedite settlement, provide consistency to the compensation paid to injured
patients and reduce transactional expenses such as attorney fees. See e.g.,
Michelle M. Mello and Allen Kachalia, et al, Outcomes in Two Massachusetts
Hospitals Give Reasons For Optimism, Health Affairs, pp1800-1802 (2017);
Florence R. LeCraw, et al, Changes in Liability Claims, Costs, and Resolution
Times Following the Introduction of a Communication-and-Resolution Program
in Tennessee, p 14, 16 (2018); William M. Sage, et al, How Policy Makers can
See e.g., https://oregonpatientsafety.org/edr/about-edr/.
7Available at: http://www.macrmi.info/#sthash.Uyfle63V.dpbs.

6
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Smooth the Wayfor Communication-and-Resolution Programs, p. 12, 15 (2014);
Michelle M. Mello, et al, Communication-and-Resolution Programs: The
Challenges and Lessons Learnedfrom Six Early Adopters, p 24, 26, 28 (2014)
("Interviewees at two programs indicated that their state's cap on noneconomic
damages probably helped their CRP succeed, especially in terms of assessing the
value of serious injury.,,).8
CRPs are thought to encourage transparency, strengthen the patientprovider relationship, and provide resolution for adverse outcomes without the
costs associated with the traditional tort system. Mello and Kachalia, at p 1799,
1801; LeCraw, at p 16; Jennifer Moore, et al, Patients' Experiences with
Communication-and-Resolution Programs after Medical Injury, p 1599, 1600
(2017);9 Sage, at p 11, 18; Mello, at p 24-28. CRPs are designed to help control
liability costs as well as insure open communication with patients about

8Available, as follows, at:
https:llwww.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/l0.1377/hlthaff.2017.0320;
http://joumals.sagepub.comidoi/abs/l0.1177/l356262217751808?joumaICode=cri
c; https:lljamanetwork.comijoumals/jamaintemalmedicine/articleabstract/2656885;
https:llwww.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/l 0.1377Ihlthaff.2013.0930;
https:llwww.healthaffairs.org/doi/abs/l0.1377 Ihlthaff.20 13.0828.
9Available at:
https:lljamanetwork.comijournals/jamaintemalmedicine/articleabstract/2656885?redirect=true.
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undesirable outcomes with a strong focus on improving the quality of healthcare."
Mello and Kachalia, at p 1797-99, 1801; LeCraw, at p 14, 16; Moore, at p 159697, 1599, 1600; Mello, p 22, 24, 27, 28.
As our healthcare system continues to evolve to meet changing needs, the
future may involve a different way of compensating for medical negligence.
Varying reforms may meet with varying levels of success depending on many
factors, but the inescapable conclusion is that the legislature must be free to
experiment and effect change. Holding that a "remedy" must be "substantial" to
be constitutional in individual cases unavoidably undermines the ability of the
legislature to reform the system and place reasonable boundaries. It also

incorrectly places the court in the position of policymaker. 11
The construction repeatedly urged by plaintiffs has the potential to chill
innovation. The better approach is to allow the legislature to act. The legislature
is the branch of government with the opportunity and resources to conduct
research, commission studies and task forces, and view available options or

For more information about CRPs, see
http://communicationandresolution.org/.
11 The power of legislature, by contrast, to encourage certain actions to
achieve public health policy objectives, by granting civil immunity, is wellunderstood. ORS 41.675 (peer review); ORS 41.685 (emergency medical
services); ORS 676.175 (trauma system immunities), ORS 419.025 (child abuse
reporting immunity), ORS 441.820 (physician reporting), ORS 30.800 (Good
Samaritan laws).
10
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develop new ones to increase patient safety and access to health care. See e.g.,

ORS 734.770, et seq (creating the Oregon Life & Health Insurance Guaranty
Association in 1975 to protect policyholders, up to certain limits, when their
insurers become insolvent). It cannot fulfill those functions effectively if its hands
are tied by an archaic reading of the remedy clause.
Further, as federal funds are available to engage with innovation, the court
should not interfere in a way that depresses Oregon's ability to continue to be a
national leader in health care transformation. The OMAIAMA urge the court to
consider the unintended consequences a decision could have on further
innovation. Necessity is beginning to force progress at an increased pace in
Oregon and nationwide.
The remedy clause should not stand as a roadblock to further advancement
of a system that is indisputably in need of repair.
A. The Public Interest in Adopting and Preserving the Limitation on
Noneconomic Damages.
The Court in Horton found the legislature'S reasons important to the
constitutionality of a statute that limits both economic and noneconomic damages.
359 Or at 219. Whether viewed through the lens ofa quid pro quo or simply the
policy role of the legislature, the choice to enact a limit on noneconomic damages
was intended to produce a public benefit, which is still needed. See Brief of
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Amicus Curiae McInnis Waste System Inc., for a full discussion of the legislative
history of ORS 31.710.
An analysis that considers why the legislature acted compels the conclusion
that ORS 31.710(1) is constitutional. The legislature defines the duty physicians
owe to their patients. ORS 677.095. In enacting the cap, the legislature did not
alter that duty or eliminate a cause of action or remedy. It also did not affect
economic damages and those remain unlimited. Rather, it imposed a limit on
noneconomic damages for a breach of such duties as part of a comprehensive
statutory scheme intended to extend benefits to some persons while adjusting
benefits to others and advancing a public purpose. Horton, 359 Or at 223-24
(legislature recognized that damages available under the OTCA would not provide
a complete remedy to everyone injured; however the increased limits provide
complete recovery in many cases and expand the state's liability, and advance the
purposes of sovereign immunity and ensure a solvent defendant available to pay a
plaintiffs damages).
The legislature made a policy determination in light of the public benefit
conferred that the recovery of $500,000 in noneconomic damages was a sufficient
remedy. As explained in amicus curiae McInnis's Brief, the $500,000 limit was
designed to be sufficient for decades to come. It is a reflection of legislative
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policy, it was designed to endure well into the future, and will be an effective limit
if upheld.
The limit was also enacted to advance insurability, predictability, and
stability. If it is not enforced, the legislative purpose is thwarted. Additionally, a
case-by-case analysis of a statute intended to foster predictability has the opposite
effect and cannot be squared with legislative intent. Similarly, arguments that the
$500,000 limit on noneconomic damages is too low, even in the face of unlimited
recovery for economic damages, are not borne out by the research. Limits of
$500,000 or less are the most effective. Mello and Kachalia at p. 11.

B. The Damages Limitation is Beneficial to Healthcare in Oregon.
The legislature has a legitimate interest in the provision of quality
healthcare in Oregon. To that end, caps in general, including limiting
noneconomic damages, have positive effects on patient safety, including:
improving physician supply and access to care; improved delivery of healthcare in
rural areas of the state; and the elimination of waste in the system, to name a few.
The legislature is permitted to achieve a balance in providing adequate and
ongoing benefits to the public and also compensating those inadvertently injured.
1. Improving Physician Supply.
There are two parts to this issue. The first is simply having enough medical
providers to meet the needs to ensure an appropriate level of access to care for all.
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The second is attracting the best and brightest to practice in Oregon. All
Oregonians have a vested interest in ensuring a steady flow of knowledgeable and
skilled physicians available to provide medical care. Oregon is experiencing a
shortage of providers in many areas and specialities. See Oregon Areas of Unmet

Health Care Need Report, August 2017.12 As an example, obstetrics, a field that
experiences extremely high liability exposure, continues to be an under-fulfilled
speciality in Oregon. This adversely affects neonatal and maternal health, infant
mortality, and complications during delivery. Ariel K. Smits, et al, Change in
Oregon Maternity Care Workforce after Malpractice Premium Subsidy
Implementation, 44:4 Health Services Research,1254 (August 2009).
2. Access and Delivery of Healthcare in Rural Areas.
Oregon is a rural state, with the majority of its land area designated rural
under federal and state standards. Smits, et al, Health Services Research at 1254.
According to the Office of Rural Health, patients residing in rural areas make up a
large percentage (38 percent) of Oregonians. Rural residents are most effected by
and have historically experienced shortages in physician supply, decreasing access
to care.
It is these patients who would be disproportionately affected by a ruling

curbing the legislature's authority. Liability systems not only affect how medical
Available at: http://www.ohsu.edu/xd/outreach/oregon-ruralhealth/data/upload/20 17-AUHCN-Report.pdf.
12
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providers practice but where they choose to do so. States with caps on damages

enjoy a positive impact among surgical and support specialists locating in rural
counties. David A. Matsa, Does Malpractice Liability Keep the Doctor Away?
Evidencefrom Tort Reform Damage Caps, 36(2) J Legal Stud 43-182 (2007) (for
surgical and support specialties, rural counties in states with caps had about 10
percent more physicians per capita than rural counties in states without caps).
In the years immediately following this Court's decision in Lakin v. Senco
Products, Inc., Oregon's rural physician workforce decreased as liability
premiums rose and instability in the malpractice market increased. 329 Or 62, 987
P2d 463, modified, 329 Or 369, 987 P2d 476 (1999) (holding application of
former ORS 18.560(1) to common law claims existing in 1857, violated Article I,
section 17's provision for trial by jury) overruled by Horton, 359 Or 168.13 This
adversely affects delivery of care to patients in need. Specialists such as
neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons, and obstetricians-gynecologists reported they
had already stopped providing services or would do SO.14 Two rural cities closed
their only obstetrical practices due to the rapidly rising costs of medical liability
insurance, which meant that patients in Roseburg had to drive sixty to ninety miles

OHSU Center for Rural Health, in 2004 the Portland Area had 302
physicians for every 100,000 residents, while rural Oregon residents had only 104
physicians per 100,000 residents.
14 See, e.g. Physician WorliforceData Sources Oregon Medical Association
Memorandum, HB 4136, Feb 4, 2016.
13
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for obstetrical services. Valerie Hedrick, The Medical Malpractice Crisis:

Bandaging Oregon's Wounded and Protecting Physicians, 43-3 Willamette L R
384 (2007). The fallout from Lakin resulted in the AMA classifying Oregon as
one of twelve states "experiencing a medical malpractice liability crisis." Id.
While the legislature was able to respond in part and create the Oregon
Rural Medical Practitioners Subsidy Program to incentivize rural practice and
attempt to keep the physician shortage at bay, the situation will likely become dire
and unstable again if the cap on damages is invalidated. ORS 315.613. The
legislation sought to ease an immediate burden; however, the recruitment and
retention of rural physicians and midlevel providers such as nurse practitioners
remains difficult when the risk is often too great to serve. See Smits, at 1254
(indicating that in Oregon rural physicians were stopping maternity care at a
significantly higher rate than urban physicians).
The result of another "Lakin" would be to further destabilize the medical
care available to a large portion of Oregon's residents. Damages caps have a
significant impact on physician supply, and even more so in rural areas, as the
findings discussed above show. Mello and Kachalia, Report to OHA at 17; see

also, Kachalia & Mello, 364: 16 N Engl J Med at 1566 (studies of caps on
noneconomic damages have nearly uniformly found caps are an effective means
of reducing the size of indemnity payments). Liability exposure is a hefty
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disincentive to the skilled surgeons, obstetricians and other specialists so
desperately needed in rural areas that are otherwise willing to accept lower
salaries, even in the face of mounting student debt, in order to serve the greater
public need.
Of course, upholding the cap has the opposite effect. Indeed, in the short
time between when Horton was decided in May 2016 and the Court of Appeals'

contrary opinion in this case, there was an immediate effect on trial court
judgments and the valuation of claims. See Matsa, at 143-182 (Research shows
that it may take at least six to ten years for the full effect of caps on physician
supply to be felt and that this long term effect is twice that of the short-term
effect).
3. Improving Patient Care.
Rather than focus on the provider side of healthcare, liability reforms are
rightly more patient-centered than ever before. Focusing on patient safety and
efficiency of care are objectives of the healthcare system. How injured patients
are compensated when negligence occurs must be viewed in that context.
Improving transparency and communication between patients and providers is a
goal of clinical practice and safety measures. Legislatively-imposed boundaries to
liability such as noneconomic damages caps, the Oregon Tort Claims Act, statutes
of limitation and repose, comparative fault, limits on attorney's fees, and collateral
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source reforms, allow strides toward patient safety goals to continue as the system
adjusts toward greater reform. Those boundaries must remain in place while
allowing the legislature freedom to implement new approaches to improving
healthcare. The legislature must have the ability to define and limit the claims and
remedies available so as not to curtail needed change.
Finally, with respect to medical malpractice claims in particular, the
legislature has legitimate concerns about the availability and cost of liability
insurance for healthcare providers, and thus the cost and continued availability of
quality healthcare for Oregonians. See Jones v. Salem Hosp., 93 Or App 252,

258-59, 762 P2d 303 (1988), rev den, 307 Or 514 (1989) (noting that
ORS 12.110(4) was "enacted in response to the so-called 'medical malpractice
crisis'" and that treating minors and adults identically for malpractice claims had a
rational basis despite the fact that minors and others with disabilities were given
more time under ORS 12.160 for other claims); Fields v. Legacy Health Sys., 413
F3d 943, 955 (9th Cir 2005) ("Here, the classifications made in the Oregon
statutes of limitations and repose are rationally related to the legitimate legislative
ends of avoiding stale claims and limiting the costs of litigation and medical
care;" court upheld the ORS 12.110(4) five-year period of repose for medical
malpractice claims against Oregon Constitution Article 1, section 10 challenges as
well as equal protection and due process challenges under the U.S. Constitution).
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Medical providers and insurers must be able to depend on legislation in order to
appropriately value cases and resolve meritorious claims. Encouraging reasonable
settlement serves all participants in the process.

CONCLUSION
The OMAfAMAjoin in the arguments of Double Press Mfg. Inc. and amici
that ORS 31.710(1) is constitutional. Consistent with Horton, the court should
reject any interpretation of the remedy clause that would preclude the legislature
from adopting reforms in healthcare.

DATED this 24th day of May, 2018.
KEATING JONES HUGHES, PC
sf Hillary A. Taylor
Hillary A. Taylor, OSB No. 084909
Attorneys for Amici Curiae
Oregon Medical Association and
American Medical Association
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Davis Rothwell Earle & Xochihua PC

200 SW Market Street, Suite 1800
Portland, Oregon 97201
Telephone: (503) 222-4422
jhenderson@davisrothwell.com
elampson@davisrothwell.com
Of Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant/Respondent on Review
Mark G. McDougal, OSB No. 890869
Gregory Kafoury, OSB No. 741663
Kafoury & McDougal
411 SW Second Ave., Suite 200
Portland, Oregon 97204
Telephone: (503) 224-2647
mcdougal@kafourymcdougal.com
kafoury@kafourymcdougal.com
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Kathryn H. Clarke, OSB No. 791890
PO Box 11960
Portland, Oregon 97211
Telephone: (503) 460-2870
kathrynhclarke@mac.com
Of Attorneys for Plaintiff-Respondent/Respondent

on Review

Julie A. Smith, OSB No. 983450
Cosgrave Vergeer Kester LLP
888 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204
Telephone: (503) 323-9000
jsmith@cosgrave.com
Of Attorneys for Amicus Curiae McInnis Waste Systems, Inc.

Susan Marmaduke, OSB No. 841458
Harrang Long Gary Rudnick PC
1001 SW Fifth Avenue, 16th Floor
Portland, OR 97204
Telephone: (503) 242-0000
Susan.marmaduke@harrang.com
Of Attorneys for Amicus Curiae Oregon Liability Reform
Coalition
by electronic delivery from the Supreme Court e-filing system.
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On the same date I filed the foregoing BRIEF OF AMICI CURIAE
OREGON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AND AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION ON BEHALF OF PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT

with the

State Court Administrator, Appellate Records Section by means of the
appellate court e-filing system.
DATED this 24th day of May, 2018.
KEATING JONES HUGHES, P.C.

s/Hillary A. Taylor
Hillary A. Taylor, OSB No. 084909
htaylor@keatingjones.com; FAX; 503-796-0699
Of Attorneys for Amici Curiae Oregon Medical

Association and American Medical Association

